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Abstract—This paper introduces a threat model for ad hoc networks. It indicates components that can be used to form an adversary model for sensor networks and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS). It identifies threat categories, modes of use, and a variety of threats to the systems assets including: threats to communications, threats to infrastructure services, threats to individual nodes, and threats concerning the human element. Example envisaged applications of the threat model are given: threats to secure information flows, threats to threshold and identity based cryptography, threats to risk and trust management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AD HOC networks are one of the fastest growing areas of research with many potential applications. Sensor networks can provide useful and cost-effective monitoring across many domains, e.g. environmental pollution, wildlife behaviour, circumstances of vulnerable people, and state of at risk (e.g. on fire) buildings. We are also entering an era of mobile ad hoc computing, ranging from next generation mobile phone systems and the inexorable urban rise of wireless networks, through to dynamic coalitions of international military and humanitarian materiel. Ad hoc networks (sensor networks, MANETs, or combinations of these) will play an important role in future deployments of systems involving governmental agencies (e.g. involving military elements) and it is this aspect that provides the motivation for our work.

Technology to support the above develops apace. A variety of organisations are set to depend in no small part on the appropriate operation of ad hoc networks in very demanding circumstances. It is vital that we seek to understand the security issues at hand and design and develop technology to facilitate the engineering of practical and convincing security. However, we cannot afford to adopt a traditional paranoid view of security. Deployed systems must allow agencies to achieve their mission goals. Security risks are one issue to be considered, but operational benefits also need to be taken into consideration. Resources are inevitably limited and we must deploy our security measures in a manner that allows mission accomplishment with tolerable risk. Operational requirements for flexibility mean that we must choose security measures in a way that appropriately reflects the contexts in which the system will be deployed.

One of the techniques that has emerged in recent years as an essential component of achieving cost-effective and fitting security is threat modelling. Many papers have been published, together with a popular book [26] on the topic. A threat model identifies assets and threats to them, and considers how such threats may be effected. In this paper we provide a threat model applicable to two types of ad hoc network: mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and sensor networks. In practice, we envisage many deployments of ad hoc networks involving Governmental agencies to mix these types of network.

II. THREAT MODELLING

There have been various domain specific analyses carried out. A variety of threat models have been developed: e-voting systems [4] [5] [6] High Performance Cluster (HPC) platforms [10], smart cards [34], software defined radio [7], insider threats [8], mobile phones [15] and secure data storage [9] [11] [12]. In addition, traditional threats such as those arising from remanence have been addressed [13] [14]. Let us first consider the state of threat modelling with respect to the networks of interest.

A. Sensor Networks

Interest in sensor networks is rapidly growing. All manner of applications are envisaged in civilian and military domains. The number of applications will grow as sensor technology becomes cheaper and more sophisticated in what can be sensed. Artillery or aircraft can deliver sensors to otherwise unreachable areas. Sensors will vary in size and complexity...
but many will inevitably be subject to fairly severe resource constraints. There are limits on the extent to which sensors can be protected or can protect themselves against compromise. Sensors, once deployed in the wild, are open both for business and open for capture and compromise.

Some useful threat work has appeared in the literature. Anand et al [20] indicate what they believe are the unique (perhaps relevant and very common) attacks that are worth describing: properties of sensor networks: tree-structured routing; aggregation; tolerable failures; in-network filtering and computation; sensors as routers; and phased transmission periods. All these features give rise to threats and challenges. Their attack model is based on adversary goals, categorized as eavesdropping, disruption and hijacking.

Sensors will typically be highly resource constrained. (In many cases resource constraints force behaviours that are open to attack, such as collaborative routing amongst sensors.) They may be deployed in hostile environments. The nature of the mote technology dictates (at present anyhow) that physical capture and examination to reveal secret key information (and the like) should be regarded as inevitable. However, the distributed architecture provides opportunities for resilience (e.g. via sensor data aggregation).

Secure routing in sensors has attracted a lot of attention. Karlof et al [21] provide an extensive set of attacks on current sensor routing protocols: altered, or replayed routing information; selective forwarding; sinkhole attacks; Sybil attacks; wormholes; HELLO flood attacks; and acknowledgement spoofing. They also identify attacks on specific protocols: TinyOS beaconing; directed diffusion; geographic routing; minimum cost forwarding; low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy; routing and energy conserving topology maintenance (GAF, SPAN). The adoption of secure (encrypted) communications affects greatly the applicability of attacks described. For the deployment of governmental agency networks we might usefully assume that some degree of protection can be provided.

The physical compromise of sensors is a significant issue. This may be by physical capture and examination, or by less sophisticated methods such as RF pulsing to cause circuitry to be disabled or destroyed. For some applications, the time needed to compromise a mote by sophisticated means may simply be too great. An interesting account of the current feasibility of physical compromise can be found in [22].

There would appear to be a fair amount of work around on threat models to sensor networks, though it is somewhat distributed across various papers.

B. MANET Threat Modeling

There would appear to be less literature around on threat modeling for MANETs. Spiewak et al [25] have produced a MANET threat model targeting confidentiality, integrity, availability and anonymity. The CIA part is fairly traditional in threat models, but the paper reminds the reader of the importance of anonymity in many MANET deployments. The paper places some stress on the adversary model (a theme which we pick up and significantly extend below).

C. What Matters in Ad hoc Networks

As will be clear from the rest of this paper there are a great many possible threats to MANETs and sensor networks. However, some of the features that generate increased threat possibilities may also reduce risks of successful (or at least meaningful) attack. For example, the sensitivity of information may decay rapidly due to the fast changing nature of MANET node deployments; breaking yesterday’s crypto session keys may not provide much in the way of useful information. The feasibility of effecting many identified threats remains an open issue. Such issues are clearly important from a rational risk perspective and impact on the development and configuration of ad hoc systems and accreditation policy regarding them. These issues are outside the scope of this general paper. The specific risks taken depend very much on the specific adversary model chosen.

D. General Observations

There are quite a number of papers around that address threat modeling in some way. A few papers have introduced elements of rigour, mostly typically in the form of life cycles, either operational or data.

It is also clear that real threat analysis for many systems requires skills outside the traditional computer systems based evaluator’s experience. For example, knowledge of physics is required for meaningful arguments about data remanence. Physical compromise of sensor motes requires engineering/physics knowledge. The analysis of certain aspects of software-defined radio will likewise require specific expertise.

III. AD HOC NETWORK THREAT MODELING

Although emphasis within our work is on MANETs, sensing and sensor networks are also the subject of ITA research. Deployed systems will frequently incorporate both. We present a threat model that addresses aspects relevant to both.

1 There is no reason why we should assume that sensor nodes, once deployed, are immobile (though this will often be the case).

Threat models in the literature provide broad structuring mechanisms. These are often driven (rightly) by convenience; the aim is to chunk information in a way that is deemed useful to the analyst. We too have adopted pragmatic partitioning conventions. Our aim is to provide an intellectual framework in which to carry out threat modelling.

There is a clear distinction between a threat and a mechanism by which it is effected. However, we give examples of how threats may be effected to illustrate that identified threats are really of concern. We structure our presentation as follows:

Threat types: This identifies the basic types of damage that can be wrought on network assets.

Modes: These characterise major aspects of context,
entailing different operational security regimes.

Adversarial Models: The capabilities of the adversary significantly affect what threats may be manifested.

Finer Partitioning of Threats: A network comprises a set of nodes and users together with communications between those nodes. Services of various forms may be provided. We partition consideration of threats as follows:

Network Communications Threats: Threats arising from manipulation of network communications. We are largely concerned with packet stream monitoring and manipulation here. As noted earlier, access to the medium is typically trivial - wireless is a broadcast medium.

Service Provision Threats: This includes threats arising from application-specific service provision and from general infra-structural services. Infrastructural services may be common across many MANETs, and include, reconfiguration services, or various security-related services such as audit. Services may be end-to-end, or effected in a distributed collaborative way.

Node Compromise: Threats arising from node compromise. This covers what happens when the assumptions relating to node operation are compromised in some way, e.g. by physical compromise.

Human Factors Threats: These are threats involving people in some immediate way. These may range from malicious insiders through to overloading of well-intentioned but stress operational staff. In addition, people are involved at various stages of the lifecycle of an ad hoc network and threats may arise at any point.

As indicated above our structure is intended to be useful and to convey some confidence in completeness. We expect threat models for specific systems to augment what is presented here. The model below is a good place for analysts (and ad hoc network security researchers) to start.

IV. TYPES OF THREAT

Researchers have generally considered threats under categories such as:

- Confidentiality
- Integrity
- Authentication
- Availability
- Anonymity.

Confidentiality of information has received historically the greatest attention in the literature. Ad hoc networks will create and maintain a good deal of sensitive information. Its sensitivity will often be more time-dependent than in other systems; sensitivity of information in MANETS may decay much more rapidly than in other types of systems. (Information on yesterday’s troop locations will typically be less sensitive than information on today’s. This is an important and repeatedly occurring feature in MANETs due to the general mobility of system elements. System operations may also involve a variety of aggregating services that further impacts on sensitivity of maintained data. Although real-time attribution of accurate sensitivity may require careful consideration, at this point we simply observe that threats to the confidentiality of assets are as important in ad hoc networks as elsewhere. Threats arise also from the pervasive wireless operation of such networks. Eavesdropping, for example, is clearly facilitated by the broadcast nature of the system.

Integrity is a complex property and there have been very many definitions capturing various aspects of it. Integrity addresses issues such as: Has data been accidentally or deliberately corrupted? Does the digital data model reflect important aspects if the real-world appropriately? Has the data been computed by trusted sources? Is its quality sufficient? Is the model ‘stale’?

The mechanisms used to provide integrity guarantees vary in sophistication. Good CRCs often suffice for accidental corruption of data. Cryptographic checksums can be used to counter deliberate modification. Other aspects might require that suitably authorized agents modify data using only trusted routes. (As an obvious example, an ATM allows you to manipulate your bank account details and balances, but you will not be allowed direct access to disks!) In addition there are various levels of data to be considered. This may include low-level apparent data but also meta-data capturing often crucial information of the properties and history of that data. Provenance of data will be crucial in ad hoc network decision making. We will often be faced with making decisions on the basis of incomplete data from sources of where there are limits on the degree of trust that can be assumed. Effective decision making will require us to be aware of aspects of the quality of the information we are receiving. Protocols for ensuring provenance will play an important part in ad hoc network operation.

Authentication in general is about the verification of claims about the origin and subsequent handling of messages or data. These claims can refer to users (where authentication mechanisms links claimed identity to real world users), to messages and data, e.g. to message source (data origin authentication), to a peer process, or to claims about provenance (an historical account of information and the operations performed on it). The protocols by which authentication may be effected vary considerably, but almost all invoke the use of cryptographic algorithms in some way. Authentication presents a particular threat in ad hoc networks such as MANETs since we will generally be without many traditional authentication and trust infrastructures. We may have to accept reduced confidence in claims made simply because the consequences of rejecting them may be operationally damaging.

Availability is more straightforward. Inability of legitimate users to access services is a clear problem. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks have become one of the most worrying problems for network managers. In a military environment, a successful denial of service attack is extremely dangerous, and the engineering of such attacks is a valid modern war-goal. In military networks, time criticality of response means...
availability is a major requirement. The interval over which availability is compromised may vary. In some cases the goal of an attacker will be to deny service for as long as possible. In other cases, a more sophisticated timely and short-term interruption may be the goal. Disruption of a few seconds or less may suffice to render near-range anti-missile systems useless.

Anonymity is important in some military applications though its interpretation requires a little subtlety. There are degrees of anonymity. The most desirable may be to operate without being detected. (Radio silence of naval operations is a classic example of attempting to achieve this.) Failing that, preventing knowledge of one’s specific operation is desirable. Being identified as a critical node is a serious breach of anonymity – command nodes may be attacked, sensor network base stations subject to jamming, and so on. Although anonymity is something of a Cinderella property in much security research, it has very real significance for military ad hoc networks.

Work within the ITA has identified effective accountability as a significant requirement. The availability of suitable accountability mechanisms have been identified as a significant enabler of flexible risk management. It deserves to be considered a target of threats in its own right.

Conformance: Almost all threat modelling work starts with the fairly traditional categories such as those above. These are interpreted (reasonably) in fairly conventional ways. It is not too difficult to interpret what a breach of confidentiality is. However, the categories are really particular forms of damage that can be wrought on assets we care about. In a sense, an agreement between coalition partners is something whose integrity we want to hold. As coalition partners we agree to behave in certain ways and expect members to keep to agreements, even when there is no obvious or direct damage resulting from breaking elements of that agreement.

Such agreements are of such fundamental importance that threats to their integrity deserve to be identified in their own right. Threats to conformance will often prove a useful threat category.

V. Modes

Effective structuring of threat modelling is essential for complex systems analysis. Some natural partitioning devices can be usefully invoked. For example military MANETs may have considerably different operations in peace-time and war. We term these extreme contextual differences, where different security regimes may apply, as modes. Typical modes are:

- Peace-time
- Transition to war
- Wartime

In each mode we have a different system context, with different guidelines applying regarding risk decision making. The modes effectively allow more focussed and context specific analyses to be carried out, acting as a high-level partitioning device for analysis. (Modes form a major part of many safety analyses: analysis of the safety of an airliner may consider: taxi-ing, path to point of no-return, flight after point of no return, ascent, descent, landing etc.)

The analyst is free to invent further modes as the system demands

VI. Adversary Model

We are generally interested in identifying possible threats and determining the corresponding risks. The risks to your system depend on the capabilities of your adversary. Assumptions of different capability will lead to different decisions being made by procurers, developers and operational personnel. In this section we identify factors regarding the adversary that we need to take into account when performing analysis; we significantly extend previous adversarial models for ad hoc networks.

Siewviak has suggested the following categories (for MANETs):

Passive/active: This is a traditional analysis partitioning device, used by many threat modelling researchers. Nodes may, for example, eavesdrop on traffic to collect information; no attempt is made to interfere with the host network’s operation. An active adversary may choose to interfere in some way, e.g. by modulating packet forwarding, injecting or replaying packets, by deliberately effecting MAC layer collisions, and so on. We distinguish active/passive capability from active/passive attack strategy. A passive strategy (e.g. gathering information for network mapping) may often be a pre-cursor to an active one (e.g. seeking maximally efficient disruption of the network).

Insider/outsider: This is a major discriminating characteristic. The ‘insider problem’ exists in all security application domains, and presents a particularly invidious problem. There is often a step change in potential damage that an adversary can cause with insider capability. Researchers have typically addressed this problem by adopting threshold protocols (e.g. m-out-of-n voting protocols) for secret sharing and aggregating application protocols. Analysis and system development is greatly simplified if we can rule out insiders but this seems improbable for dynamic coalitions. The very nature of dynamic coalitions means that trust in other parties is limited.

Static/adaptive: In a pedantic sense the distinction is somewhat arbitrary; a ‘learning’ algorithm in a node may be regarded as static. From a practical viewpoint, the ability of a network to learn in response to its environment will give a significant increase in adversarial power. One may, for example, make an informed choice as to which node to compromise next to effect a particularly efficient attack.

Computational power: Computational power clearly affects the ability of an attacker to compromise a network. Such power need not be localised to the attacked network - eavesdropped traffic can be relayed back to high performance super-computing networks for analysis.

We believe that the adversarial model characteristics
identified above can be usefully augmented:

*Communications capability:*  
Communications may generally take place:  
- via a network, according to the protocol  
- via out-of-network-channel communications, or  
- via both.

For eavesdropped information there needs to be a channel back home. Fast links between collaborating adversarial nodes may facilitate ‘wormhole’ attacks.

*Deployment capability:*  
Single/multiple locations: Adversary distribution may range form a single node to a pervasive carpet of smart counter-dust, with a consequent variation in attack capabilities. This sort of distinction may affects the ability to eavesdrop, to jam a network effectively, and to escape destruction (e.g. a single powerful jammer can easily be taken out, distributed local jamming is harder to extinguish).

*Location control:* The location of adversary nodes has may a clear impact on what the adversary can do. An adversary may be restricted to placing attack nodes at the geographical boundary of an enemy network (but may otherwise choose the precise locations), may plant specific nodes (e.g. nodes left behind in territory about to be vacated), or may have the ability post facto to create a pervasive carpet of counter smart dust (where arbitrary degrees of pervasiveness may be achieved).

*Mobility:* This is variation on the static/adaptive theme. Mobility generally brings an increase in power. (A mobile node can always remain stationary.) For example, an adversary with traffic rate monitoring ability may be able to move and ‘home in’ on a base station in a sensor network. The impact on detection is more complex, depending on the consequences of mobility. A fast-moving tank may soon be some distance away from the position of its last located RF broadcast but a vibration sensing capability may allow its movements to be tracked.

*Ante/post facto deployment:* For some ad hoc networks it may matter a great deal whether an adversary can pre-empt deployment of the network. In sensor networks there may be an initial self-configuration (e.g. involving topology determination and key establishment). These may take place freely in the absence of adversary action. A pre-distributed counter network may render these important initial operations Attackable.

*Loci of malefeasance:* Over what parts of the network can the adversary exert passive or active operation?

*Ability to avoid detection:* As noted above a single powerful RF jamming node may be readily identified, passive monitoring with very occasional reporting back to base is harder to detect. Also, there are issues regarding sophistication with which nodes may evade sweeping attacks.

*Perceived granularity of inference and influence:* This is linked to factors above. Highly restricted deployment may make inference much harder, and constraint availability attacks to specific areas.

*Degree of physical access* (including node capture ability, ability to carry out physical deconstruction and similar).

Given the agile nature of MANETs predicting an accurate adversary model is difficult. However, systems can be evaluated against a range of representative threat models.

VII. NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS THREATS

Here we are largely concerned about the analysis or manipulation of packets streams.

A. Threats to Confidentiality and Anonymity

Confidentiality and anonymity are related properties. Confidentiality typically is concerned with keeping data secret, whereas anonymity is often concerned with constraining access to contextual attributes, such as existence, identity, role and physical location. The distinction is somewhat a matter of taste.

Confidentiality of communications is subject to the same threats in MANETs as it is to networks in general, but physical access is no longer necessary with almost all communications being wireless. Here are some traditional means of compromising of confidentiality:

- **Weak or compromised cryptography:** The cryptographic algorithm used to protect inter-hop communications may be breakable. Communications may provide too much information, e.g. too much plaintext-ciphertext pairs can be inferred. A key may have been obtained by a malicious attacker.

- **Unencrypted communications:** This may arise from willful disregard of procedures or else as a rational action taken in difficult operational circumstances. Broadcasting in the clear is straightforward leakage.

- **Inappropriate use of cryptography:** Encryption must be used in an appropriate mode – the strength of crypto needs to be evaluated in the context of the particular communications protocols it is used to protect. Thus, use of sequence numbers as initialisation vectors in Cipher Block Chaining mode operation may provide an adversary with an arbitrary encryption oracle in various circumstances.

- **Disclosure due to side-channel usage:** Encrypted traffic may still leak information. Thus, a malicious node may use encrypted packet properties to encode information (e.g. length, destination, or timing of packet issue.)

*Traffic analysis* is well established in military circles. Traffic analysis in ad hoc networks may reveal:

- The existence and location of nodes
- The communications network topology
- The roles played by nodes
- Current sources and destinations of communications
- The current location of specific individuals or functions. If a commander issues a daily briefing at 10 a.m. traffic analysis may reveal a source geographic location
- Aspects of infrastructure operation, e.g. how the network copes with a node going down
Aspects of computational and communicational performance of a network and its nodes
The intent and state of the organisation, e.g. that planning or negotiations are taking place, or that an attack is imminent
Patterns of operational strategy or doctrine, e.g. as evidenced in peacetime practice manoeuvres. Traffic analysis of peacetime activities can be a source of very useful information too

Traffic analysis is not necessarily an entirely passive activity. It is perfectly feasible to engage in protocols, or seek to provoke communication between nodes.

We concentrate on the threats arising form traffic analysis, rather than the specific mechanisms used. The means may vary according to adversary sophistication. Techniques may include RF direction finding capability, traffic rate analysis (e.g. in an aggregating sensor network with a shortest path (tree) routing to a base station, differences in traffic between nodes can readily reveal the topology (and by implication identify the base station), and time-correlation monitoring (where propagation of events through the network can be determined).

B. Threats to Integrity
Threats to the integrity of communications include:

- Environmental corruption of messages. This may be due to the natural environment, or else to specific actions taken by an adversary, or by interference by collaborating materiel.
- Malicious modification, replay or insertion of packets. This is the traditional integrity attack.
- Threats arising due to software errors in the communications stack.

C. Threats to Availability
Networks are by nature heavily dependent on protocols of one form or another, and consequently integrity and availability compromise of such communications is major threat.

Threats include:

Selective packet forwarding: Nodes may act as a sink, forwarding no received packets, or else be more sophisticated, targeting specific sources, destinations or even particular packet types. At the extreme end, complete packet dropping gives complete denial of service. A considerable number of related attacks work on current service protocols (e.g. routing) (but rely on unprotected communications and so we omit details here).

Impaired QoS: Denial of Service (DoS) attacks have proved to be a major problem for network managers in recent years. However, denial of service is the extreme end of a spectrum. In fact, denial of service may, in some circumstances, be a technique to achieve another goal. For example, sophisticated disruption of communications in a smart dust network during its topology discovery and configuration phase may produce a highly inefficient network communications structure.

Jamming attacks: A straightforward consequence of wireless communication, RF jamming presents an obvious and highly powerful form of denial of service. Forms of spread spectrum communications present the most popular defense approach together with jamming detection and reconfiguration where possible.

Medium hogging: An inside node can request bandwidth at a continued rate that denies a fair chance of access to the medium to other nodes. A malfunctioning node may do so similarly.

D. Threats to accountability
Manipulation of the packet stream destined for an audit service would seriously compromise accountability. Straightforward packet dropping could lead to no record of specific actions taken. Any ability to spoof, or replay audit packets could also interfere with accountability.

Accountability for communicated messages might be compromised if assumptions of underlying cryptographic mechanisms broke down (e.g. by the release of private keys).

VIII. INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICE PROVISION THREATS
Secure operation of a MANET may rely on basic underlying services:

A. Threats to Confidentiality and Anonymity
Service provision may leak information in a variety of ways:

Direct and covert communication: Malicious or compromised applications may choose to leak sensitive information via accepted protocols. One way in which this can be achieved is by the use of steganographic channels. The interesting aspect here is that leakage could very well be effected even in the presence of overt checking for good behaviour.

Side channel leakage: Side-channels (e.g. response times) may be used by clients to infer aspects of the servers loading. Servers may also gain knowledge as to the intentions of a node by the services they request.

B. Threats to Integrity

Attacks on the integrity of a time service: Many security protocols and mechanisms rely on the integrity of a time service. Typical examples include key distribution.

Attacks on security related services: A variety of security related services will need to be implemented in ad hoc networks. Reputation-based approaches to trust attribution form an important part of many modern systems, e.g. eBay and SlashDot. Reputation calculation by reference to direct experience and to secondary referrals offers one possible avenue of ascertaining a workable interpretation of trust. However reputation-based approaches provide opportunities for attack including:

- Exploiting start-up reputations.
- Collusion by a set of nodes to isolate a target.
- Collusion by set of notes to enhance each other’s
Environmental Manipulation: MANET nodes will combine to provide various services. A common service will involve distributed sensing and data fusion. Modulating the sensed information to prompt the derivation of a misleading inference poses a significant effect.

Aggregation Service Collusion Threats: If nodes are compromised in some way then information communicated by nodes may be misleading. This may apply to services involving sensing (as described above) but also may be much more pervasive.

C. Threats to Availability

Denial of Service Attacks: Services located at a node may be subject to a variety of DoS attacks.

Resilience services: MANETs will often be dynamically reconfigurable. As networks partition services may be dynamically relocated and services sought at other locations. Every resilience mechanism is an opportunity to bring about denial of services. By clever manipulation of communications for example, we could cause a system to repeatedly reconfigure, leading to a form of resilience thrashing.

Low request rate attacks: It may seem counter-intuitive but DoS attacks do not require bombardment of a service with requests. Consider a service with a request buffer. If new requests are received at the rate at which requests are serviced then the buffer may be maintained at its limit. This may require a small amount of sophistication to predict when the buffer has an open space, but in many cases is entirely feasible. A DoS attacker simply needs to send appropriately timed requests to deny service availability to legitimate users. Buffers at many layers may be attacks.

Compute intensive service requests: Other low volume attacks may be envisaged, e.g. service requests that are highly computationally intensive.

Security Service Attacks: Security services themselves present opportunities for attack. Increased security (i.e. more constraints) may be invoked in response to the detection of seemingly suspicious behaviour. This essentially acts as partial restriction (denial) of service.

D. Threats to Accountability

Attacks on audit servers provide one avenue of compromise. Selective packet manipulation could also provide the same effect. One interesting aspect here is that threats to accountability may very well arise from insiders (e.g. to escape recriminations for reckless actions).

IX. Physical Node Compromise

Nodes may be compromised in a variety of ways. Equipment may simply be taken or otherwise fall into the hands of the enemy. This problem exists outside dynamic ad hoc networks and the countermeasures taken to prevent consequences vary severely. (In some cases, equipment may be blown up to prevent useful information being revealed.)

A. General Threat Considerations

Direct access to stored information: The most dangerous physical compromises are when the adversary is able to access secret information on the node or else able to reprogram elements (or all) of it. This is a common worry in current mote implementations. This sort of threat (to the integrity of the configuration of a node) can effectively compromise all asset properties (and so we extract this aspect before presenting threat specific issues).

B. Threats to Confidentiality

Confidentiality may be brought about by node compromise in various ways:

Environmental monitoring: Even when the node is sufficiently protected against invasive attacks (e.g. allowing memory or bus lines to be directly accessed) passive monitoring of the interaction of the security critical components with their environment may leak information. Thus, power supply trace data can be used to infer the internal computations of a chip and thus reveal sensitive information. Techniques such as simple and differential power analysis have shown how specific secret information (secret keys) may be leaked in this way

Environmental manipulation: Nodes typically behave well within defined environmental envelopes. Forcing an out-of-specification environment may have unpredictable effects. Thus, the effect of power glitches, or low current supply, may be unpredictable. Even when nodes are protected to some degree against invasive attacks, there may be unusual environmental related actions that can facilitate compromise. For example, it is generally thought and taught that typical RAM loses its contents when power is removed. This may not be the case. It has been reported that lowering the temperature of the chip (e.g. to –30C) may cause information stored to be maintained. On power up a register may assume the previously stored state. There are also issues of specific data becoming burned into the silicon.

The actual risks posed by the above will vary enormously. Also, some attacks may prove possible but not practically feasible. If a MANET or sensor network is to be deployed with an expected that it will be operations for a day, attacks using (for example) electron force microscopy in a laboratory will most likely pose little real risk. (Or rather real immediate operational risk – the longer term risks may be more important).

C. Threats to Availability

There are many ways nodes can be physically compromised affecting availability. These include:

Physical destruction: Motes or small-scale materiel may simply be smashed or forcibly disabled.

Environmental attacks:

- Equipment may be highly susceptible to powerful RF attacks. At one extreme a nuclear electromagnetic pulse may destroy or severely...
affect elements of unprotected electronic circuitry. But similar local effects can be achieved with fairly primitive equipment. We note in passing that localised ionising radiation attacks may compromise the integrity of the node. The consequences of such compromise will likely be unpredictable.

- **Power source attacks:** The rise of pervasive computing has seen some entertaining attacks occur on low resource systems. Sleep deprivation attacks occur when the environment (adversary) repeatedly engages with a node so that its response consumes battery power until it is wholly depleted.
- **Heat:** This may seem an unusual heading for an attack but we know that computing equipment is sensitive to its environment. Subjecting a node to temperatures outside its environmental specification may have unpredictable effects.

**D. Threats to Node Anonymity**

Physical node compromise may also pose threats to anonymity:

- There may be data referring to personnel stored at the node. This is a traditional interpretation of anonymity.
- The software (programs and data) loaded on the system may reveal aspects of system capability.

**X. Threats Concerning People**

We can regard people simply as system elements that provide particular “services”. The service provided may encompass the roles executed at all points in the chain of operation command and through all stages in the lifecycle of a MANET. In the context of ITA work, although considerable effort is being expected to arrange for decision making to be automated to as great an extent as is practical, inevitably some decisions will have to be propagated up and require human interaction.

Two forms of human oriented threat may be identified:

- Threats to personnel
- Threats to non-personnel assets.

We can require particular behavioural properties of personnel, or “users”: confidentiality (of general information about who they are); integrity (is the user performing the role correctly?); availability (is the user able to carry out the required tasks?); authenticity (is the person performing the role who it should be); and accountability (can the user be held accountable for his actions).

**A. Threats to Confidentiality and Anonymity**

Choices made by personnel may compromise confidentiality:

- Breaking with current policy (e.g. to resume wireless communications when radio silence is expected) or use of unprotected communications for sensitive exchanges.

- Carelessness with cryptographic keys;
- Harmful leakage of sensitive information to other people.

**B. Threats to Availability**

In safety critical systems overloading the operator is a known problem, e.g. in the Three Mile Island incident there were over 100 alarms raised in under a minute. In security terms this may be regarded as a flooding attack on the human element. An adversary who knows the policy for requiring human intervention can seek to engineer behaviours that cause it to be requested.

As the Three Mile Island incident shows, a human decision making bottleneck may arise without malicious action.

We should not rule out individual parties choosing to deliberate (if temporarily) disengaging a form of self imposed lack of availability.

**C. Threats to Integrity**

We may interpret issues of human integrity with some flexibility.

- **Personnel Compromise:** The obvious threat to human integrity is when a user has been compromised and acts as an inside agent.
- **Poor Risk Decisions:** Poor decision-making made in good faith is another interpretation. Quality of decision-making will depend on training, current context (stress etc.), and the way in which information is presented to the user. As research progresses agreement should emerge about how security risk decision-making is best facilitated by a system.
- **Poor Management:** The integrity of the system may be compromised if poor maintenance or management is effected.

**D. Threats to Accountability**

Accountability is a well-established security requirement. In a military situation significant responsibilities will be given to personnel. It is important that they discharge such duties in good faith, making appropriate risk decisions. Accountability is crucial to encouraging and ensuring acceptable behaviours. In many cases there will be no alternative to allowing decision-making flexibility on the ground, and post-operation review may be appropriate.

However, accountability relies on the availability of trail information to bind actions to people. Obvious attacks are to:

- Prevent accountability information being recorded in the first place.
- Seeking to destroy accountability information.
- We should not rule out the threat of modification of accountability information, e.g. to shift blame for reckless actions onto another party.

**XI. Further Threat Model Development**

In this work we have largely identified threats to deployed or operational MANETs. In other work we have developed the concept of a lifecycle for a dynamic collaboration. This lifecycle covers the development of a coalition from
identification of a common need to collaborate through to decommissioning. We propose to systematically visit each stage of the lifecycle to ascertain the threats throughout the lifecycle.

The lifecycle is useful as a means of partitioning analysis and interesting issues have already emerged from its preliminary use. General MANET literature emphasises parties coming together and then separating (and protocols have been developed to facilitate this). However, little thought has been given to what happens to residual information after a break-up. Threats may arise from how such information is handled by a partner post-coalition.

Party A may choose to collaborate now with party B but will have limited (if any) control over whom B collaborates with next.

XII. Applications

In this section we outline some of the security related project work underway as part of the ITA Task 2. This work will expand and use the threat model presented here to assess the general suitability of techniques and approaches proposed.

A. Threat Analysis for Secure Information Flows

The secure information flows project proposes to use security meta-data bound to data and to data-transforms to make risk-based security decisions with regard to information flow from information sources to information consumer via a set of information transforms. The semantics of this security metadata will capture security properties such as confidentiality, integrity, and provenance of data including its time-sensitivity, as well as the information needs and requisite authorizations of users. While this approach has been demonstrated for data flows in static and physically and logically secured systems where a Trusted Computing Base can perform the binding of data with metadata and maintain the metadata for information transforms, significant effort is required to adopt this approach in the MANET environment due to a very different threat and enforcement environment.

In a MANET environment, the integrity of the binding of metadata to data and to transforms cannot be assumed due to the threat from physical and logical attacks on systems and nodes that can corrupt both the data and the metadata and such corruption can result in violation of confidentiality and integrity availability requirements.

For data such as sensor data, which may be subject to tampering by an attacker, one will have to resort to circumstantial evidence from indirect and subjective observations, e.g., by others or by corroborating information from as diverse sources as possible. A key here would to make realistic assumptions about limitations of adversaries. For example, even though adversaries can be expected to have advanced technical know-how and have to be considered Byzantine, they will be limited in resources and therefore limited in space and time. Therefore, one can assume a certain degree of locality in adversary activity and assume that the adversary may not be able to compromise a variety of information sources in a short amount of time over a large geographical distance.

Some of the techniques being considered for enabling secure information flows, include usage of cryptographic mechanisms, timestamping and notarization services, and the usage of trust and reputation metrics to assess the veracity of information from different sources. Therefore, this application also requires careful analysis of threats against these cryptographic systems and implementations, timing based services and reputation and trust calculation techniques.

B. Threshold Cryptography

Threshold cryptography refers to a set of tools that are typically used to ensure confidentiality and availability in the present of node compromise and unavailable nodes. Roughly, in a $t$ out of $n$ threshold scheme, secret information that is needed for some task is split among $n$ nodes, in such a way that any $t$ or more of them have enough information to perform this task, but any set less than $t$ nodes does not have enough information. This is useful in ensuring confidentiality against compromise of less than $t$ nodes, as well as availability as long as at least $t$ co-operating nodes can be mastered.

In the context of sensor networks, there may also be an opportunity to use threshold to improve the accuracy or truthfulness of data. This is because it may be more reasonable to rely on a measurement if we know that at least $t$ nodes agree with it, than to base decisions on a measurement submitted by just a single node.

The challenge here is to adopt $t$ out of $n$ schemes to be useful in a MANET environment. For example, many of these schemes rely on static membership and a reliable broadcast channel among the $t$ or more co-operating nodes. While such network characteristics can be realized using a wired, static network, it is very easy to see that this model does not fit the wireless and dynamic nature of MANETs. For the most part, existing threshold cryptosystems assume a fixed set of authorized parties as well as a static set of parties running the protocol. In a MANET, parties may join/leave frequently (e.g. owing to mobility or Emanation Control requirements), and it may be desirable to be able to change the set of authorized parties or the threshold in response network events or mission requirements. Research efforts are underway to address some of these challenges. The threat model described in this paper will be expanded and used to assess the utility and security of threshold schemes under various adversarial capability assumptions.

C. Identity Based Cryptography

Identity-based cryptography can ensure confidentiality and authentication in environments with only limited synchronization and coordination between nodes. Whereas traditional public-key tools require that nodes know each other’s public key, typically identity-based cryptography only requires that they know each other’s “name” (or some other common information). For example, in some cases it may be possible to send an encrypted message to “the unit that
occupies position X at time T’’ (using X and T as the unit name), even without exchanging any key material with that unit ahead of time. Thus identity based cryptography has potential to facilitate coalitions that are formed on the fly. The challenges in identity based cryptography when applied to mobile ad hoc and sensor network include the development of mechanisms to distribute trust authority (since nodes may become disabled, or be compromised), enable inter-operability among multiple trust authorities (mobile networks may be formed by the nodes that belong to different administrative domains), and design of identities and namespaces. Once again our threat model will be further developed to determine benefits from and risks to identity based cryptography under various adversarial assumptions.

D. Risk and Trust Based Management

The notion of risk is inherent in traditional security mechanisms, e.g., an MLS policy can be viewed as specifying a fixed tradeoff between the risk of leaking sensitive information versus the operational need of providing such information, however most security policies encode static risk-benefit tradeoffs made during the time of policy authoring. These statically determined tradeoffs may be quite sub-optimal in highly dynamic, operational settings and some recent proposals for security management [33] tackle these challenges by proposing methods for explicit risk calculations, risk-benefit analysis and selection of appropriate risk mitigation measures during policy evaluation time based on current conditions. Such mechanisms and models therefore appear quite suitable for highly dynamic missions and MANET and sensor networks environments. However, special care is needed to incorporate dynamic risk-mgmt policy models in high threat MANET environments since these risk mgmt mechanisms themselves could be subject to attack.

The core threats to the risk-mgmt mechanisms are threats to integrity and to accountability. The information used for risk calculations could be subject to unauthorized modification resulting in false estimates. Such information may include provenance of data, the security labels or metadata associated with data, the impact of the action, the information about the state of the current infrastructure and current operating environment and state of the mission, the static rights of the actors as well their dynamically computed reputation or trust. The integrity of the risk calculation itself needs to be protected. In addition, accountability is extremely important when risk based decisions are permitted, and addressing threats to accountability will be very important for this approach.

Another direction in this space is to explicitly take into account trust in entities. Trust is a subjective matter, it is context and agent specific, and it involves expectations of future outcome. In other words, trust is the expectation or likelihood of an agent behaving in a specific manner in a given context. Clearly, trust and risk are inter-related concepts – more trust in an agent implies a reduced risk of security compromise. Furthermore, trust in an agent is typically based on multiple evidences or testimonial provides by other agents based on their direct or indirect observation of the agent. In this sense, mechanisms based on trust also provide similar insurances as the mechanisms based on threshold cryptography, that is, compromise of or misbehavior by a single (or a few) node or device is not sufficient to derail security mechanisms. However, it also suffers from similar drawbacks, e.g. agents may collude, to increase or decrease trust values. Research efforts are underway to detect such collusion among agents and to distinguish between cases when an agent is less trustworthy due to degraded capabilities versus when it has been compromised.
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